
The ELCA: Serving the Gospel for Tomorrow 

It is my great honor to have been asked to address you on such an 

important topic for the continued life and health of our church.  For all of the 

slings and arrows of outrageous fortune that have buffeted our church since its 

founding, perhaps before we focus on where we may go we can give thanks to 

God for where we have been.  The American Lutheran Church and the Lutheran 

Church in America came into existence in the early 1960s, with the Association 

of Evangelical Lutheran Churches being much younger.  They all went out of 

existence in 1987, thus lasting no more than 27 years.  Our church is already 

twenty-three years old, and—despite the current changes—will doubtless be in 

existence at least five years from now, outlasting all of its predecessors.  There 

were naysayers who thought we would not last a decade.  They will also be 

surprised to discover that we will survive the present unrest. 

Moreover, we always need to remember our remarkable strengths: social 

ministry and advocacy unparalleled among our predecessors; an ecumenical 

spirit equal to no other church in the United States (and probably the world); a 

system of seminaries and candidacy that is the envy of the American churches; 

strong connections to a world-wide communion in the Lutheran World 

Federation.  Perhaps the greatest strength is our faithful confessional 

commitment—echoed in our constitution, underscored in seminary training, and 

supported by the continued widespread use of Luther’s Small Catechism.  

Whatever changes we may embark upon, they will doubtless not undermine our 
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heritage but rather strengthen it.  We are the Evangelical Lutheran Church in 

America, perhaps the only one.  Indeed, the present interest by some to form an 

alternative to the ELCA is deeply flawed by comparison—given that its only 

unifying impetus is disagreement with the ELCA on matters of sexuality, so that 

there is very little if any talk of mission, training of pastoral leaders or anything 

else that marks healthy Lutheranism in this land.  What the present moment 

gives us in the ELCA is an opportunity, unparalleled in our history, to confess the 

center of our faith to the world. 

As I look at the ELCA and its heritage for possible support in our life 

together, it occurs to me that there are at least three areas which must shape our 

future: the commitment to the Bible, the centrality of worship and the witness to 

the gospel as shaped by our Lutheran confessions.  I will argue that our 

commitment to the Bible must be measured and shaped by the second chapter 

of the ELCA constitution.  Our worship life may best be nurtured by The Use of 

the Means of Grace and Evangelical Lutheran Worship.  And our witness to the 

gospel gains new focus by using especially the remarkable, radical evangelical 

witness of the Augsburg Confession.  Let me take each subject in order, 

spending most of my time on the third point. 

I. The Biblical Source and Norm of Our Life Together 

In the twentieth century, between the 1920s and 1960s, all three of our 

predecessor bodies developed and came to welcome critical historical and 

literary methods of interpretation of the Bible.  And yet, especially in the midst of 

the recent debate over sexuality, it is clear that not only many among the laity 
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have not made such approaches a part of their own piety and theologies but also 

some pastors have failed to use these insights fully in their own teaching and 

preaching.  Much of this failure may indeed stem from weaknesses within these 

methods themselves.  Some has arisen because of a radical disconnect between 

such methods of biblical interpretation and parish life—this despite popular 

studies in the ALC and LCA (Word and Witness and Search Bible Study). 

However, were this only a failure in telling the laity about and getting 

clergy to use the latest exegetical methods, the problem would scarcely deserve 

mention.  As a historian of Biblical interpretation, I can assure you that such 

disconnects are typical throughout the history of the church and do not 

necessarily lead to disruptions in the lives of the churches.  Indeed, as I see it, 

the far greater loss has come from our failure to communicate the profound 

Lutheran approach to biblical hermeneutics—a Greek term that now designates 

not the interpretation of individual texts but the approach to the Bible itself.  Even 

some of the material generated for the “Book of Faith” initiative has not always 

helped in this regard.   

Specifically, I believe that we have in the ELCA constitution itself a short 

and succinct summary of the heart of that hermeneutic.  It deserves to be used 

and quoted and used again in all of our deliberations.  Here’s what it says: 

This church confesses Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and the 
Gospel as the power of God for the salvation of all who believe.  a. 
Jesus Christ is the Word of God incarnate, through whom 
everything was made and through whose life, death, and 
resurrection God fashions a new creation. b. The proclamation of 
God’s message to us as both Law and Gospel is the Word of God, 
revealing judgment and mercy through word and deed, beginning 
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with the Word in creation, continuing in the history of Israel, and 
centering in all its fullness in the person and work of Jesus Christ. 
c. The canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are the 
written Word of God. Inspired by God’s Spirit speaking through their 
authors, they record and announce God’s revelation centering in 
Jesus Christ. Through them God’s Spirit speaks to us to create and 
sustain Christian faith and fellowship for service in the world.1 

This says exactly what was crucial for the Reformers and what is crucial 

for the ELCA’s existence now and for what the Holy Spirit is calling the ELCA to 

become.  First, Christus solus: Christ alone.  Our crucified and risen savior is the 

Word.  What John wrote at the end of the first century must continue to shape 

our reading of the Bible.  We are not on a lark to find Bible verse to hurl at our 

enemies; we encounter the Word of God first as the Incarnate One.  Second, 

viva vox evangelii: the living voice of the gospel.  The Word is proclaimed as law 

and gospel—where law and gospel refer not to different kinds of words 

(commands and promises) but rather to what those words do: kill and make alive; 

terrify and comfort; show sin and show the savior.  The church, Luther once said, 

is not a quill house but a mouth house.  We live and come to life each Sunday 

that someone proclaims the truth about the human condition (law) and the truth 

about God (gospel)—truths the Spirit takes to make believers out of unbelievers.  

Finally, we come to the Bible—understood not as a book of doctrines or a book 

of rules or even a book of future events but as the good news, the best news, of 

God in Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit.  It is this simple, direct and 

                                                

1 The Constitution of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, chapter 2 (Confession of 

Faith), p. 19. 
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non-Fundamentalistic approach to Scripture that needs to be front and center in 

all we do: our training of new rostered leaders, our generation of educational 

materials at all levels, and our continued shaping of our social statements and 

church-wide policy.  Here we will discover a new sense of identity and strength. 

II. The Center of Worship in the ELCA: God’s Word Heard and Seen 

We all need reminding about how important our Lutheran approach to 

worship is.  The ELW is a remarkable testimony to the flexible, forward-looking 

approach to worship already championed by Martin Luther and other reformers 

and always grounded in the basic ordo of gathering, Word, Meal, sending.  The 

document, The Use of the Means of Grace, is one of the most important 

documents this church has ever produced.  Not only did it shape the ELW itself 

but it also has the potential to refocus our church’s commitment to Word and 

Sacrament at the center of the Christian life. 

The American religiosity that developed in the nineteenth century and 

continues to distort our culture’s view of Christianity today has hurled two 

destructive fireballs at true Christian worship.  On the one side, our reduction of 

faith to decision has turned the sermon into an opportunity to manipulate folks 

into committing to Jesus.  On the other, the sacraments of Baptism and the 

Lord’s Supper have become ancillary at best and simply one more sign of our 

commitment at worst. 

God gives the Word and the sacraments to the Church and, by the 
power of the Spirit, thereby creates and sustains the Church among 
us. God establishes the sacraments “to awaken and confirm faith.” 
God calls the Church to exercise care and fidelity in its use of the 
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means of grace, so that all people may hear and believe the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ and be gathered into God' s own mission for the life 
of the world.2 

God works through Word and Sacrament!  This implies that every time the 

Christian assembly gathers for worship, God is there at work, using these very 

means to create faith, comfort the terrified, strengthen the fainthearted, and 

support the weak.  This also means that everything else that happens at the 

congregational, synodical, and church-wide expression of our church must draw 

people into that assembly, where God encounters us in the bath, at the table, in 

the Word and in prayer and praise.  To turn our common life toward this center is 

our only task in the world today; to open that center to the weak ones of the world 

is our only mission. 

III. The Augsburg Confession: Informing Our Evangelical Witness 

By asking the fellow, whose name (as editor) is on the back of The Book 

of Concord and who translated the Small Catechism, to reflect on these serious 

matters meant, as I am sure you knew, that sooner or later I would get to that 

book.  Although, as I have been saying and writing for twenty-one years as a 

teacher of the church, there are resources aplenty in the entire Book of Concord, 

I would like to focus our attention on the central witness of our faith, the 

Augsburg Confession [=CA].  I believe that in these simple articles of faith there 

lurks the best and most powerful antidote to our present uncertainties and the 

clearest path for the future of the ELCA.  And I believe that the history of 

                                                

2 Use of the Means of Grace (Chicago: Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, 1997), 7. 
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Lutheranism in the United States bears me out.  In the eighteenth century, Henry 

Melchior Mühlenberg himself insisted on keeping Lutherans Lutheran by means 

of this book.  In the nineteenth century, his successors in the Pennsylvania 

Ministerium—including such names as Charles Porterfield Krauth and Henry 

Eyster Jacobs—built on the very latest historical scholarship from Germany to 

revive their church through a renewed commitment to these confessions.  In the 

twentieth century, our teachers did the same: one has only to mention the likes of 

Gerhard Forde, Theodore Tappert, Robert Jenson, Eric Gritsch, Robert Bertram, 

Robert Goeser, Ralph Quere, James Schaaf, Fred Meuser—the list goes on and 

on—to realize just how Lutheran we remain as a result of their testimony to the 

remarkable practicality of the Book of Concord.  And our ecumenical agreements 

themselves read as much like a commentary on the CA as any classroom lecture 

at seminary. 

Sometimes, the Lutheran Confessions become reduced to shibboleths or, 

worse yet, in the case of the Small Catechism simply strong medicine for the 

hormonally challenged young teens.  That is, they are either seen as a simple 

hoop through which pastors and congregations jump or viewed as a doctrinal 

straightjacket (a.k.a. justification by right answer alone).  They are not.  Instead, 

they and the CA in particular bear witness to the Triune God and God’s work in 

the world through Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit.  Let me show you how 

the CA could transform (or, better, continue to transform) our life in the ELCA. 
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A. Original Sin as Lack of Faith (CA II) 

{II} [1]Furthermore, it is taught among us that since the fall of Adam, 
all human beings who are born in the natural way are conceived 
and born in sin.  This means that from birth they are full of evil lust 
and inclination and cannot by nature possess true fear of God and 
true faith in God….  [3]Rejected, then, are the Pelagians and others 
who do not regard original sin as sin in order to make human nature 
righteous through natural powers, thus insulting the suffering and 
merit of Christ.3 

There are many ways to read the CA.  When we consider it as strong 

medicine for recalcitrant pastors-in-training, justification by faith alone becomes 

justification by right answer alone.  Or, we can consider the CA as passé—good 

for what ailed the sixteenth century but irrelevant to our own day.  Or, we can 

read it out of a sense of commitment but rather flatly, as if every word and phrase 

had equal weight and equally applies to us.  I suggest instead that we read the 

CA in its context but for our life today and not simply as a straightjacket for 

theological discussion but as witnesses to the truth of the gospel, much as Philip 

Melanchthon, the chief drafter of the document, read the church fathers.  In CA 

XX (Latin), he wrote of the “testimonia Patrum,” the testimonies of the Fathers to 

the gospel.4   

The advantage of an historical reading of these texts is that we can more 

easily discern what mattered to the reformers themselves and set their 

                                                

3 The Augsburg Confession, II.1, 3 [=CA II.1, 3], trans. Eric Gritsch, in The Book of Concord 

[=BC], ed. Robert Kolb and Timothy J. Wengert (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2000), 36, 38. 

4 CA XX.12, in BC, 55. 
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confessions of faith apart from the regnant theologies of their day.  In the case of 

CA II, it is their surprising definition of original sin (a.k.a. the mess we are in) as 

“lack of fear of God and faith in God.”  This truly also reflects the world in which 

we live.  From the threat of atomic warfare in the 50s through the 80s to the 

threat of terrorism and global warming today—to say nothing of the collapse of 

the church—what we fear and where we put our trust very quickly become our 

gods and idols.  As Luther said in the Large Catechism (Ten Commandments, 

par. 1-3), “As I have often said, it is the trust and faith of the heart alone that 

make both God and an idol.”5  Clearly naming our culture’s idols—our idols—is a 

crucial part of what God is calling us to today. 

Note, too, that the definition rejects one of the most popular approaches to 

religiosity in Luther’s day and in ours: the desire “to make human nature 

righteous through natural powers, thus insulting the suffering and merit of Christ.”  

From the appeals of liberal Christians to all kinds of social action as the heart of 

our relation to God to the altar calls and revivals of the evangelistical crowd, who 

believe that we can decide for Christ, Lutherans are surrounded with false sirens 

calling us to establish our relation to God by what we do.  For Lutherans, such 

calls only obscure Christ and his grace and force the hearers to trust 

themselves—which is the heart of the human sickness we call sin.  The addiction 

to self cannot be cured by appeals to the self.  The more clearly we can proclaim 

                                                

5 Large Catechism [=LC], Ten Commandments, 2, trans. James Schaaf, in BC, 386. 
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this, the more central becomes our Lord Jesus Christ and his death and 

resurrection for our people and our society. 

B. Justification through Word and Sacrament (CA IV-V) 

{IV} [1]Furthermore, it is taught that we cannot obtain forgiveness of 
sin and righteousness before God through our merit, work, or 
satisfactions, but that we receive forgiveness of sin and become 
righteous before God out of grace for Christ's sake through faith 
[2]when we believe that Christ has suffered for us and that for his 
sake our sin is forgiven and righteousness and eternal life are given 
to us.  [3]For God will regard and reckon this faith as righteousness 
in his sight, as St. Paul says in Rom. 3 and 4.   

{V} [1]To obtain such faith God instituted the office of preaching, 
giving the gospel and the sacraments.  [2]Through these, as 
through means, he gives the Holy Spirit who produces faith, where 
and when he wills, in those who hear the gospel.  [3]It teaches that 
we have a gracious God, not through our merit but through Christ's 
merit, when we so believe.  [4]Condemned are the Anabaptists and 
others who teach that we obtain the Holy Spirit without the external 
word of the gospel through our own preparation, thoughts, and 
works.6 

Lutherans used to boast that the doctrine of justification by faith alone was 

the “doctrine on which the church stands or falls.”  Yet, even among those who 

professed this, it very quickly became simply a doctrine to which we give lip 

service but which has little direct effect on what we do or say in the church.  The 

vitality of our church, however, actually does depend upon two things in articles 

IV & V, which must be read together as two sides to the same coin.  The first 

thing is the move from “obtain” to “receive.”  We live in a society of “go-getters,” 

as we often call ourselves.  Thus, it is not surprising that most Christian churches 

                                                

6 CA IV.1-3 & V.1-4 in BC, 38, 40. 
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and their preachers emphasize what we do—for God, for the neighbor, for the 

world.  At some level, it is up to us.  This “getting” has, in the case of the church, 

turned us into what Parker Palmer once called “functional atheists,” where we are 

quick to trumpet our belief in God while assuming that the survival of the church 

is up to us.  (More on that in a moment!)  What needs to be at the heart of every 

ELCA sermon, teaching, social statement, document, and breath is simply this: 

“We receive.”  Luther’s final written words, found on his desk after his death, are 

appropriate here: “Wir sind bettler; hoc est verum” (We are beggars; this is true).  

And Paul asks, “What do you have that you have not received?”  This receiving is 

an end to works, an end to boasting, and the beginning of faith. 

The second surprise here is that this faith in receiving Christ’s forgiveness, 

life and salvation is itself not a work.  CA V begins: “To obtain such faith God 

instituted the office of ministry….”  Here there is an “obtain” but the subject is not 

the human being but God and the means of obtaining faith are not our will or 

decisions but the unconditional Word of God’s promise and the sacraments.  Not 

only does this article make rostered leaders transparent, but it also puts the Holy 

Spirit firmly in charge.  Indeed, for these two articles there could be no better 

commentary than Luther’s explanations of the Creed in the Small Catechism, but 

especially his famous, “I believe that by my own understanding or strength I 

cannot believe, but the Holy Spirit has called me through the gospel….”7 

                                                

7 Small Catechism [=SC], Creed, 6, trans. Timothy J. Wengert, in BC, 355. 
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Moreover, the condemnation at the end of CA V, while it unfairly mentions 

the Anabaptists (no self-respecting Mennonite would reject the means of grace), 

nevertheless also helps us to see what is at stake here: the claim that our 

relation to God finally depends upon us.  The claim that “we obtain the Holy Spirit 

without the external word of the gospel through our own preparation, thoughts, 

and works” is at the very heart of our culture’s rejection of the unconditional 

grace and mercy of God in Christ.  We have the spiritual gymnastics of the New 

Age, which is addicted to its own thoughts and works, the claims to free choice 

by certain evangelicalists, and the reduction of all things to our own interpretation 

by a host of self-proclaimed post-modernists.  Lutherans, by contrast, have bread 

and wine, water, and this weak, foolish Word, that proclaims: “Here is your God,” 

coming to you as to Jerusalem lowly and mounted on a donkey, in bread and 

wine, with the water, in the very weak word we proclaim using weak, transparent 

messengers. 

C. Defining Church As Event (CA VII-VIII, XV) 

{VII} [1]It is also taught that at all times there must be and remain 
one holy, Christian church.  It is the assembly of all believers 
among whom the gospel is purely preached and the holy 
sacraments are administered according to the gospel.  [2]For this is 
enough for the true unity of the Christian church that there the 
gospel is preached harmoniously according to a pure 
understanding and the sacraments are administered in conformity 
with the divine Word.  [3]It is not necessary for the true unity of the 
Christian church that uniform ceremonies, instituted by human 
beings, be observed everywhere.  [4]As Paul says in Eph. 4 [:4-5]: 
“There is one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to the 
one hope of your calling, one Lord, one faith, one baptism.”   

{VIII} [1]Likewise, although the Christian church is, properly 
speaking, nothing else than the assembly of all believers and 
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saints, yet because in this life many false Christians, hypocrites, 
and even public sinners remain among the righteous, [2]the 
sacraments--even though administered by unrighteous priests--are 
efficacious all the same.  For as Christ himself indicates [Matt. 23:2-
3]: “The scribes and the Pharisees sit on Moses’ seat....”  
[3]Condemned, therefore, are the Donatists and all others who hold 
a different view.   

{XV} [1]Concerning church regulations made by human beings, it is 
taught to keep those that may be kept without sin and that serve to 
maintain peace and good order in the church, such as specific 
celebrations, festivals, etc.  [2]However, people are also instructed 
not to burden consciences with them as if such things were 
necessary for salvation.  [3]Moreover, it is taught that all rules and 
traditions made by human beings for the purpose of appeasing God 
and of earning grace are contrary to the gospel and the teaching 
concerning faith in Christ.  [4]That is why monastic vows and other 
traditions concerning distinctions of foods, days and the like, 
through which people imagine they can earn grace and make 
satisfaction for sin, are good for nothing and contrary to the gospel.8 

The church is not a building; it is not an institution; it is not bishops or 

presbyters or the laity meeting in solemn assembly; the church is an event 

brought to life by the Holy Spirit working through Word and Sacrament.  Its unity 

consists not in human agreements or constitutions but in faith and our confession 

of that faith.  To be a part of the church is to be joined with believers of every 

time and place—with Abraham and Sarah, with Mary Magdalene and Paul, with 

Hildegard of Bingen and Martin Luther and Martin Luther King and all the rest, 

and with all who will come after us.  Its unity does not consist in human traditions 

and regulations—as important as they may be for good order—but in faith, that 

is, in the work of the Holy Spirit through the Word (aural and visible). 

                                                

8 CA VII.1-4, VIII.1-3, XV.1-4, in BC, 42 & 48. 
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Note that the quote from the Augsburg Confession includes not only CA 

VII and VIII but also XV.  This is a tribute to Walter Boumann, who taught me the 

importance of this connection.  Human traditions are first mentioned in CA VII but 

only defined in CA XV, where we learn their limitations.  Human traditions can be 

different, but they can never be used to burden consciences or as a means for 

earning God’s favor.  Thus, when it comes to the church we learn several things 

to help shape our future witness to the gospel in our life together.   

First, church is not simply a human institution, it is the work of the Holy 

Spirit, who, as Luther says in the Small Catechism, “calls, gathers, enlightens 

and makes holy the whole Christian church and keeps it with Jesus Christ in the 

one common, true faith.”9  This means that the ELCA as an institution must never 

be confused with the true church—although we often do that.  For example, 

Christian unity is a given, a gift, not something we do through our agreements.  

Instead, those agreements are simply signs of the Spirit’s work among us—

proving to us what the Spirit has already done: made us one in Christ. 

Second, sin cannot destroy the true church, understood as this event of 

word and sacrament.  This means that CA XV puts an end to the frenzy over 

having a pure clergy as a guarantee of God’s Word and the sacraments.  God is 

bigger than our sin.  Suppose, for example, that the recent decisions on sexuality 

were completely misguided in God’s eyes and that folks in same-gendered 

relations are, to use an archaic name for it, “living in sin.”  Even such an 

                                                

9 SC, Creed, 6, in BC, 355-56. 
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egregious error (assuming, of course, that it is wrong) simply will not overturn the 

efficacy of God’s Word and the sacraments.  Indeed, as Melanchthon states in 

the Apology and as Luther had already argued as early as 1520, you can tell you 

are in the true church, which consists of all believing sinners, only because (like 

birds with different feathers or calls) the church has peculiar, visible characteristic 

markings: the Word and the sacraments.  We live in a society where Christianity 

has been so twisted by a kind of Donatism (that is, a demand for pure clergy to 

guarantee the church’s existence)—we call it Puritanism—that this Lutheran 

definition of church apart from institution or holiness is completely counter-

cultural.  We should relish it and proclaim it from the rooftops. 

D. Doing Law and Gospel: CA XII 

{XII} [1]Concerning repentance it is taught that those who have 
sinned after baptism obtain forgiveness of sins whenever they 
come to repentance [2]and that absolution should not be denied 
them by the church.  [3]Now properly speaking, true repentance is 
nothing else than [4]to have contrition and sorrow, or terror about 
sin [5]and yet at the same time to believe in the gospel and 
absolution that sin is forgiven and grace is obtained through Christ.  
Such faith, in turn, comforts the heart and puts it at peace.  [6]Then 
improvement should also follow, and a person should refrain from 
sins.  For these should be the fruits of repentance, as John says in 
Matt. 3 [:8]: “Bear fruit worthy of repentance.”  …  [10]Also rejected 
are those who do not teach that a person obtains forgiveness of sin 
through faith but through our own satisfactions.  Also rejected are 
those who teach that “canonical satisfactions” are necessary to pay 
for eternal torment or purgatory.10 

For years I used to apologize for the CA’s lack of interest in the Lutheran 

distinction between law and gospel.  In fact, however, I simply had missed the 
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crucial importance of CA XII, which defines true repentance as “to have contrition 

and sorrow, or terror about sin and yet at the same time to believe in the gospel 

and absolution that sin is forgiven and grace is obtained through Christ.  Such 

faith, in turn, comforts the heart and puts it at peace.”  The distinction between 

law and gospel is not simply about the difference between commands and 

promises or imperatives and indicatives, and it certainly is not about some false 

distinction between the Old Testament and the New.  The distinction has 

specifically to do with the confession that, unlike human words, God’s word 

works on us to put to death and bring to life; to terrify and comfort; to reveal our 

sin and forgive it; to destroy unbelief and create faith. 

The Word of God that declares us righteous is precisely that very Word 

that as law destroys all of our false idols that we fear and trust—including our 

works and decisions—and as gospel makes us believers.  Again, this is 

completely counter-cultural.  It does not correspond to our pious attempts to 

decide for Jesus or to our liberal claims that religion is what we make of it.  In a 

world of control freaks, it seizes control from us and causes us to trust not 

ourselves but God and God’s work in Jesus Christ.  As Philip Melanchthon noted 

in his commentaries on Romans, it is no accident that St. Paul moves from the 

definition of justification by faith alone in chapters three and four to its effect, the 

first fruit of that faith, namely (Romans 5:1) “having been justified, we have peace 

with God.” 

                                                                                                                                            

10 CA XII.1-6, 10, in BC, 44, 46. 
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Using the metaphor of terror and comfort for a moment, there is no doubt 

that we live in a world filled with terrifying things.  When preaching the law, the 

preacher does not have to make people terrified (they already are for a host of 

reasons) but simply name the elephant in the room—death, sin, guilt, shame, 

lack of control, etc.—or as I like to put it: preaching the law is mentioning the 

unmentionable.  Then, the law comes to its appropriate end, and the gnawing 

accusation and terror are stopped dead in their tracks.  More importantly, then 

room is made for the gospel, now not as something that fixes the problem but 

rather as something that announces what God has already done, does and will 

do in Christ.  The heart of ministry in the ELCA then is law and gospel: telling the 

truth about the human condition and at the same time telling the truth about God.  

To those afraid of death and often in denial about it: You are dying; Jesus is the 

resurrection and the life.  To those whose personal lives are in shambles: “You 

are captive to sin; God in Christ makes you free indeed.”  To those worried that 

the ELCA may collapse: “All human things come to an end, but Jesus Christ is 

with us always, even to the end of the age.” 

E. The Fruits of Faith: Our Work in the World (CA VI & XX) 

There are many other topics that I could cover with you, all of which help 

to ground us in our confession of the gospel for this age: baptism, absolution, the 

Lord’s Supper, the public office of ministry, relations with government, prayer, 
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bishops—the list is endless.11  I want to conclude, however, with the one thing 

about which we so often get confused in the ELCA: the relation of faith and 

works.  Here, we have CA VI & XX to guide us.  First, consider CA VI. 

{VI} [1]It is also taught that such faith should yield good fruit and 
good works and that a person must do such good works as God 
has commanded for God's sake but not place trust in them as if 
thereby to earn grace before God.  [2]For we receive forgiveness of 
sin and righteousness through faith in Christ, as Christ himself says 
[Luke 17:10]: “When you have done all [things]..., say, ‘We are 
worthless slaves.’”  [3]The Fathers also teach the same thing.  For 
Ambrose says: “It is determined by God that whoever believes in 
Christ shall be saved and have forgiveness of sins, not through 
works but through faith alone, without merit.”12 

In this church, we are still confused about faith and works.  A survey some 

years ago asked Lutherans to talk about salvation and most replied that it was a 

combination of faith (itself understood as a work) and human efforts.  This is not 

just a case of people falling asleep during Confirmation instruction.  It reflects two 

things: the power of the Old Creature in all of our lives and the power of bad 

preaching and teaching.  Karl Barth once said that the Old Creature drowns in 

baptism but is a good underwater swimmer.  Thus, our addiction to works is not 

something that ends at the baptismal font or at the church door.  If anything, 

baptism, good preaching, forgiveness and the Supper increase the desperation 

of the Old Adam and Eve to invent new works and new ways to God.  What this 

                                                

11 On questions about the church and ministry, I have written two small books: (with Gordon 

Lathrop), Christian Assembly: The Marks of the Church in a Pluralistic World (Minneapolis: Fortress, 

2004) and Priesthood, Pastors, Bishops (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2008). 

12 CA VI.1-3, in BC, 40. 
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means is that (law and gospel!), as a church and in everything we do as church, 

we must be about the business of dragging the Old back to the waters of 

baptism—daily, Luther says in the Small Catechism.13  We will not fix or 

somehow grow out of the problem that one way or another we want to stay in 

charge of our religious life. 

But the other source for people’s ignorance of God’s unconditional mercy 

in Christ stems from bad preaching and teaching.  From our Sunday church 

school curricula to social statements to sermons to newsletter articles to 

stewardship and evangelism campaigns—whatever is produced at the 

congregational, synodical and church-wide level—all of it does not clearly 

witness (with John the Baptist) to “the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of 

the world.”  Instead, we are forever sending mixed signals.  Here we have an 

opportunity to state in no uncertain terms the truth of the gospel: God saves 

sinners, which means, Luther once wrote, that you should think of yourself as a 

sinner and be one.  Do not confuse faith—itself a gift of God—with what we do, 

our works. 

CA VI is very helpful in that it makes clear at the outset that good works 

are not the cause of faith or justification or salvation or holiness or sanctification 

or anything else.  Good works are the fruit of faith.  Fruit!  The spontaneous, sure 

result of being a good tree is to produce good fruit.  Thus, if there is a lack of 

works in the church, the answer is not to command works (as if commanding 

                                                

13 SC, Baptism, 12, in BC, 360. 
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something actually makes it happen!) but to plant good trees, that is, announce 

the free, unmerited forgiveness of sins in Christ.  The Holy Spirit will do all the 

rest.  When CA VI says that such works are done for God’s sake, Melanchthon is 

echoing a metaphor for salvation that we do not often use, that of falling in love.  

Good works, truly good works, are done in a relationship of love and come 

pouring spontaneously out of the beloved for the lover’s sake: flowers, chocolate, 

love poems and all the rest.  All this is not to earn something (forgiveness or 

anything else) but rather as the response of ones who serve their Lord and 

Savior.  You must do these things, but now not under the coercion of the law 

(“Kiss me!”  “Aw, do I have to?”) but in the joy of the inviting gospel (“Kiss me!”  

“Whoopee!”).   

This is why both here and in CA XX, when Melanchthon comes to talk 

about works, he immediately goes back to talking about faith.  We often do it the 

other way around.  So often my students hear about faith and immediately worry 

that people will do no works!  Similarly, preachers today often assume that 

people know about grace and faith and (somehow) automatically fear, love and 

trust in God.  Melanchthon, however, does just the opposite: begins a discussion 

of works but worries that people will get confused again and be torn away from 

God’s promise and faith in that promise.  The surveys do not lie: the one thing 

that marks the Lutheran confession of faith off from others (namely, the centrality 

of faith, grace and God’s Word of mercy) is the one thing that folks are often not 

hearing (or believing).  We cannot and dare not take the grace and mercy of God 

in Christ for granted in preaching or anywhere else in the church.   
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When Melanchthon begins CA XX with clearly defensive words (“Our 

people are falsely accused of forbidding good works”),14 we should make sure 

that the ELCA’s witness to the gospel causes people to make the same (false) 

charge.  When it comes to good works, it would be good to begin by asking folks, 

“What are you going to do now that you don’t have to do anything.”  It is precisely 

this freedom that marks St. Paul’s language in Galatians (“For freedom Christ 

has set you free!”) and Luther’s in Freedom of a Christian.  Paul also contrasts 

works of the flesh to fruits of the Spirit.  Indeed, when we talk about good works, 

we do well to begin where Melanchthon does in CA XX: with Christ who is “The 

way, the truth and the life.”  We and our works are not that way, truth or life.  Or, 

using another line from John, CA XX concludes, “Apart from me, you can do 

nothing.”15 

How do we measure our teaching about works?  CA XX suggests that we 

ask—in line with that famous Wendy’s commercial of the 1980s—“Where’s the 

comfort?”  True good works only arise from that conscience that truly receives 

the comfort of the unconditional promise of God.  Here is how Melanchthon puts 

it: 

[15]Moreover, although this teaching [about justification] is 
despised by those without experience, nevertheless devout and 
anxious consciences find by experience that it offers the greatest 
consolation.  For consciences cannot be calmed by any work but 
only by faith when they are certain that they have a God who has 

                                                

14 CA XX.1, in BC, 52. 

15 See CA XX.10 [Latin] & 39, in BC, 55, 56. 
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been reconciled on account of Christ.  [16]As Paul teaches in Rom. 
5 [:1]: “Therefore, since we are justified by faith we have peace with 
God.”  [17]This whole teaching must be referred to that struggle of 
the terrified conscience, and it cannot be understood apart from 
that struggle.  [18]That is why those who are wicked and without 
experience judge it badly.  For they imagine that Christian 
righteousness is nothing but civil and philosophical righteousness.16 

That is to say, true good works arise precisely and only when we are no longer 

worried about our relation to God.  Thus, Melanchthon defines faith in CA XX as 

the “trust that consoles and encourages terrified minds.”17  The reason, for 

example, that Lutherans have developed the largest set of non-profit social 

service agencies in the USA arises, among other things, from the fact that they 

have so much time on their hands (now that works do not matter in our relation to 

God) and that they are therefore no longer frantically working off terror but are 

consoled by God’s mercy alone.  Christ said there are two commandments: Love 

God; love the neighbor.  Since the first commandment (indeed, the first table of 

the law) is fulfilled by faith alone and not works, this leaves us all kinds of free 

time and useful energy to serve our neighbor, which pleases God no end.   

When Melanchthon finally gets around to talking about works in CA XX, he 

immediately returns to faith.  “Beyond this, our people teach that it is necessary 

to do good works, not that we should count on meriting grace through them but 

because it is the will of God.  [28]It is only by faith that forgiveness of sins and 

                                                

16 CA XX.15-18 [Latin], in BC, 55. 

17 CA XX.26 [Latin], in BC, 57. 
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grace are apprehended.”18  How can we do less than Melanchthon does?  Of 

course, some hyper-religious despisers will grumble about cheap grace, but to 

them I would say with my teacher Gerhard Forde that the scandal of grace is that 

it is neither cheap nor expensive.  It is free!  And that very freedom simply kills 

the Old Creature. 

Next, Melanchthon speaks about the Holy Spirit—the neglected person of 

the Trinity. 

[29]Moreover, because the Holy Spirit is received through faith, 
consequently hearts are renewed and endowed with new affections 
so as to be able to do good works.  [30]For Ambrose says: “Faith is 
the mother of the good will and the righteous action.”  [31]For 
without the Holy Spirit human powers are full of ungodly affections 
and are too weak to do good works before God.  [32]Besides, they 
are under the power of the devil, who impels human beings to 
various sins, ungodly opinions and manifest crimes….  [34]Such is 
the weakness of human beings when they govern themselves by 
human powers alone without faith or the Holy Spirit.19 

Remember that CA V makes it clear that the Holy Spirit works through means 

(gospel and sacraments) to create faith and thus can only be received (not 

earned!) through faith.  Here Melanchthon uses some of his favorite words for the 

work of the Holy Spirit: “hearts are … endowed with new affections.”  Even more 

passionate is the quote from Prosper of Aquitaine (Melanchthon thought it was 

Ambrose), “Faith is the mother of the good will and the righteous action.”20  

                                                

18 CA XX. 27-28 [Latin], in BC, 57. 

19 CA XX.29-32, 34, in BC, 57. 

20 Prosper of Aquitaine, De vocatione omnium gentium I, 25. 
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Again, we hear that good works themselves do not arise out of the coercion of 

the law but out of faith, where faith (in the words of Gerhard Forde) is “falling in 

love.”  It is all about affection and mothers!  Thus, rather than try to yell at people 

to do good works or shame them, as many preachers do, we have to learn again, 

if you will pardon the expressions, to seduce them into it or to nurse them into it. 

Finally, we need a word about what kinds of works constitute good works.  

Melanchthon touches on this at the very beginning of CA XX, when he describes 

the content of the reformers’ books on the Ten Commandments.  “[2]For their 

writings on the Decalog and others on similar subjects bear witness that they 

have given useful instruction concerning all kinds and walks of life: what manner 

of life and which activities in every calling please God.”21  My former student, 

Michael Bennethum, has written a simply brilliant book about this entitled, Listen, 

God Is Calling.22  The truly radical words in CA XX’s description of good works 

are these: “all kinds and walks of life” and “in every calling.”  What we have lost in 

our fervor to turn Christian good works into religious works is one of the most 

revolutionary insights of the Reformation: Daily life is the Christian life.  One does 

not need to become a rostered member of the ELCA to be really Christian—

salvation by professionalism.  One does not have to spend at least twenty hours 

per week and ten percent of one’s salary at the local Lutheran congregation to be 

                                                

21 CA XX.2 [Latin], in BC, 53. 

22 Michael Bennethum, Listen God Is Calling: Luther Speaks of Vocation, Faith, and Work 

(Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2003). 
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really Christian—salvation by congregational monasticism.  No!  Daily life is the 

Christian life.  Stop all this talk about baptismal vocation—an invitation to 

religious legalism if ever there was one—and invite people to look at their entire 

lives (24/7 as we now say) from God’s perspective: as remarkable venues to 

serve the neighbors God loves (service that we are already unwittingly doing). 

This means that when we preach good works, we should not simply (or 

ever!) talk about all the things people are not doing but need to do, but far more 

(if not exclusively) we need to describe what they already are doing in this world.  

Martin Luther’s world was filled with people who thought that a person could only 

really be Christian if they lived the lives of super-Christians, doing special works, 

living in special communities and thinking religious thoughts all day long.  In his 

day, it was called monasticism, and in the Large Catechism he contrasted that 

hyper-religious way of life to the simple life of a household servant. 

[145] If this could be impressed on the poor people, a servant girl 
would dance for joy and praise and thank God; and with her careful 
work, for which she receives sustenance and wages, she would 
obtain a treasure such as those who are regarded as the greatest 
saints do not have. Is it not a tremendous honor to know this and to 
say, “If you do your daily household chores, that is better than the 
holiness and austere life of all the monks”? [146] Moreover, you 
have the promise that whatever you do will prosper and fare well. 
How could you be more blessed or lead a holier life, as far as works 
are concerned? [147] In God’s sight it is actually faith that makes a 
person holy; it alone serves God, while our works serve people. 
[148] Here you have every blessing, protection, and shelter under 
the Lord, and, what is more, a joyful conscience and a gracious 
God who will reward you a hundredfold. You are a true nobleman if 
you are simply upright and obedient.23 

                                                

23 LC, Ten Commandments, 145-148, in BC, 406-07. 
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IV. Concluding Comments 

Well, there you have it.  What will renew the ELCA is what always and 

only renews us each day: the Word of God working as law and gospel; the 

worship centered in Word and sacrament (the visible Word) and our unique 

confession of faith, the Augsburg Confession.  In that Confession, we discover 

not simply time-bound words about problems in the late-medieval church but a 

witness to faith designed to lead us to the gospel.  It is a witness that begins by 

telling the truth about the human situation (CA II): we fear, love and trust all kinds 

of idols as ways to obtain relation with God.  It then moves to the truth about God 

(CA III-V): that all of our obtaining ends in Christ, from whom we receive all of 

God’s mercy, and that the Holy Spirit works faith in us through Word and 

sacrament.  Then we discover that church (CA VII, VIII, XV), far from being an 

institution, is an event where Word and sacrament make believers—an event that 

does not depend upon our holiness or that of our leaders but only on God’s work.  

That work (CA XII) happens through the Word that terrifies the comfortable as 

law and comforts the terrified.  Having been declared righteous and thus made 

good trees by faith alone, we then bear fruit, that is, we can see our daily lives in 

a completely new light, as conduits for God’s mercy, as we are continually 

seduced and nurtured by God the Holy Spirit through the aural and visible Word.  

Now all of this is the Rock upon which we may build our church.  Thank you for 

your attention. 


